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Application-layer vs. Network-layer defense

- Initial access often gained via:
Exploit of public-facing applications, 
phishing, use of valid accounts

- Web application and API attacks are continuously rising
[MITRE 
ATT&CK 
Map’22]

[Akamai Technologies 
Threat Report’23]



Outline

- Our relevant work on:

- Automation of deception for web applications

- Observations on changes in attack behavior 

- Possible future directions



Web application layer deception 

● Use of a reverse proxy to add & 
remove honeytokens on the fly

● Honeytokens can be in form of, e.g.,

-HTTP parameter 

-Cookie

-User account

-Application endpoint

-Honey-link

Monitored for 
tampering of 
the value

Monitored for 
login attempts

Monitored for 
incoming 
HTTP requests



Web application layer deception: Attack response

● Once an honeytoken is triggered:

○ Alert
■ High fidelity, fast detection

○ Automatic redirection to a clone 
serving fake data
■ Wasting attacker’s time & 

effort
■ Cast doubt on any finding 

Alert



Experiment #1: A Capture The Flag (CTF) challenge [3]

- 98 CTF participants informed about deception
- Post-challenge survey evaluating participants' experience and attack behavior



Experiment #2: Survey on real vs. deceptive parameters [4]

API Specification                                                &             Survey listing the parameters



Observations - Experiment #1

- 85% of participants reported that 
deception affected their attack strategy 

- Most common reaction was to avoid 
automated attacks 
(e.g., brute-forcing, scanning, fuzzing, 
automation tools)

#3 Participants fall back to the usual 
strategies if they don’t find a way out

- Law of instrument: over reliance on 
familiar methods.. Anchoring bias , 
Einstellung ? 

[Participants’ comments]



Observations - Experiment #1

- 85% of participants reported that 
deception affected their attack strategy 
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Observations -  Experiment #2

- Anchoring bias: Participants find deception even when it doesn’t exist
(Also observed by Ferguson et al. & Gutzwiller et al. [5, 7])

- Uncertainty:  Is it just due to bad API design practices, or due to deception?

[Participant’s comment]



Directions for Future Work

Some empirical evidence on cognitive effects, 

but we need a more systematic approach!



Directions for Future Work

#1 Understanding attackers’ cognitive biases: 
Mapping cognitive biases to attackers’ sequence of actions

● The commonalities in the initial attack steps can relate to the thin slicing bias,
● Attackers’ persistence on failed exploit attempts can refer to sunk cost fallacy,
● If an attacker is stuck in one attack path, despite additional findings or evidence, 

this can refer to anchoring bias,
● If an attacker chooses a very difficult/unlikely attack path, they might be incorrectly 

predicting their abilities (Dunning-Kruger effect),
● If an attacker is over-complicating a solution, this can refer to the Einstellung effect.



Directions for Future Work

#2 Exploiting attackers’ cognitive biases: 

● Thin slicing bias: Contradict attackers’ common assumptions and expectations 
● Sunk cost fallacy:   Simulate fake attack progress          
● Dunning Kruger effect:  Decrease perceived risk (e.g. no visible detection),

                                      increase attacker’s self-confidence
● Anchoring bias: Embed hints on simulated vulnerabilities
● Einstellung effect: Artificially increase the attack surface with known vulnerabilities



Challenges

- Creating a realistic environment
- Designing multi-stage attacks
- Recording & analysis of all steps

- Simulating genuine attack motivation 
- Intrinsic / extrinsic motivations?

- Simulating ‘risk’
- What is the risk for an attacker?

- Losing access
- Vulnerabilities being patched

- Human subjects
- Security experience
- Attacker mindset

Need for multidisciplinary 
approaches & collaborations
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